
Didsbury continue to top Division 1 and effectively seal first place in T20 East … Division 2 still wide 
open, but Upton record vital win … Hawarden maintain unbeaten records in Division 3 West, but 
Division 3 East leaders Woodley slip to first defeat … Georgians seconds still dictating Division 4 … 
Appleton into Senior Knockout semi … Nominations sought for League XI to play MCC 
 
 

CHESHIRE WOMEN’S LEAGUE 

 
Division One – July 4: 
 
Appleton 111-9 (40; Emma Barlow 40, Sophie Connor 3-12, Leah Holland 2-32) (11pts) 
Oakmere dnb (13pts) 
 

• Unbeaten Oakmere looked on course for another victory here in a match abandoned at the 
halfway stage. 

 
Porthill Park 50-7 (16; Ilenia Sims 32*, Ellie Mason 4-22, Emma Royle 3-16) (12pts) 
Stockport Trinity dnb (12pts) 
 

• This match also failed to go the distance, but there was no suggestion here that Porthill’s 
fortunes were improving. Still without a win, the Potteries side saw all their batters bar Ilenia 
Sims sent back cheaply by Ellie Mason and Emma Royle. 

 
Didsbury v Leigh – Cancelled due to rain, 8pts each 
 
July 11: 
 
Stockport Trinity 175-4 (40; Ellie Mason 97, Jenny Dunn 56, Rosy Wilson 2-26) (7pts) 
Didsbury 177-4 (34.3; Roshini Prince-Navaratnam 105, Rosie Davies 25, Dunn 2-45) (25pts) 
 

• Didsbury continue to lead the way after completing what could have been a tricky run chase 
with relative ease. Roshini Prince-Navaratnam batted superbly before falling for 105 just 
before the close, having reached her fifty with only 65 on the board and then adding another 
65 for the third wicket with Rosie Davies in the period when the game really turned in 
Didsbury’s favour. Ellie Mason and Jenny Dunn earlier put on 152 for Trinity’s first wicket – 
their third century stand of the season – with Mason falling just short of a second century of 
the year. 

 
Chester Boughton Hall 130-8 (40; Ali Cutler 74, Kate Coppack 24, Natalie Lyons 2-19, Kerry Hartnett 
2-22, Leah Holland 2-36) (25pts) 
Oakmere 114-6 (40; Phoebe Cottam 31) (7pts) 
 

• In such a competitive division, it was always unlikely that any one team would complete an 
unbeaten season, and here Oakmere became the final team in the seven-club division to 
taste defeat. Ali Cutler’s superb season continued as she made easily the highest score in 
this tight affair. 

 
Fixtures awaiting possible re-arrangement:  
Porthill Park v Leigh - Covid self-isolation requirements 
 
Division Two – July 4: 
 
Upton 129-3 (26; Lily Scudder 51*, Sophie Morris 27*, Philippa Dagger 25) (25pts) 
Stockport Georgians 87-9 (20; Emily Thomas 29, Morris 4-5, Ellen McGowan 2-14) (7pts) 
(Georgians revised target 100 in 20 overs) 
 

• This was the only match played to a result on this day and Upton recorded a potentially vital 
win in the title race. Georgians’ run chase got off to a good start but Sophie Morris – a regular 
in Upton’s men’s first team this year – made the vital contribution. 



July 11: 
 
Nantwich 129-7 (35; Bethan Robinson 37*, Beth Hughes 30, Charlotte Neal 26, Becky Scholes 2-16, 
Cleo Johnson 2-16) (25pts) 
Stockport Georgians 78 (19; Lucy Neill 48*, Grace Michell 4-15, Robinson 2-13, Izzy Pearson 2-15) 
(6pts) 
 

• Bethan Robinson played an important innings as Nantwich recovered from 58-5, then Grace 
Michell’s opening burst reduced Georgians to 5-5 in reply, ensuring the points were bound for 
South Cheshire. 

 
Fixtures awaiting possible re-arrangement:  
Nantwich v Porthill Park 2nd XI - Covid self-isolation requirements 
Oxton v Ashton-on-Mersey - Covid self-isolation requirements 
 
Division Three West – July 1: 
 
Chester Boughton Hall 2nd XI 148-2 (20; Gemma Rose 65*, Juliet Wiles 50) (25pts) 
Wistaston Village 32 (9.3; Eliza Harris 4-0) (1pt) 
 

• Half-centuries from Gemma Rose and Juliet Wiles and Eliza Harris's remarkable nine-ball 
bowling spell fired Chester to a commanding victory. 

 
July 9: 
 
Nantwich 2nd XI beat Wistaston Village – no further details at present and result not included in league 
table 
 
July 11: 
 
Nantwich 2nd XI 60 (27; Ashlee Prince 23, Rhian Thomas 5-9) (1pt) 
Hawarden Park 61-0 (11.5; Holly Mayers 33ret) (25pts) 
 

• Rhian Thomas’ five-wicket haul, which included a hat-trick, maintained Hawarden’s unbeaten 
record as they beat Nantwich who fielded two teams on this day despite six Covid-related 
absences. 

 
Fixtures awaiting possible re-arrangement:  
Hawarden Park v Wistaston Village – no play due to rain on original date 
Nantwich 2nd XI v Wistaston Village – Nantwich 1st XI involvement in National KO 
Nantwich 2nd XI v Chester Boughton Hall 2nd XI - Covid self-isolation requirements 
Wistaston Village v Chester Boughton Hall 2nd XI – Wistaston unable to fulfil fixture on original date 
 
Division Three East – July 11: 
 
Lindow 95-6 (30; Michelle Hesslegrave 38, Fiona Reeve 2-11) (25pts) 
Woodley 88-7 (30; Reeve 26, Lily Beckley 3-19) (5pts) 
 

• The loss of several early wickets cost Woodley here as they lost their unbeaten league 
record. 

 
Fixtures awaiting possible re-arrangement:  
Woodley v Hayfield – no play due to rain on original date 
Didsbury 2nd XI v Hayfield – no play due to rain on original date 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Division Four – July 11: 
 
Hawk Green 84-4 (20; Richmal Giles 32, Lola Reed 2-4) (7pts) 
Stockport Georgians 2nd XI 85-4 (19.2; Heather Mukherjee 19*) (25pts) 
 

• Georgians second team maintained their 100 per cent record in this division, but on this 
occasion Hawk Green made them wait until the final over before reaching the target. 

 
Fixtures awaiting possible re-arrangement:  
HM/Cheadle v Lymm – Lymm unable to fulfil fixture on original date 
 
Division Five West: 
 
Runcorn 664, Oakmere 542 
 
Division Five East: 
 
Stockport Georgians 3rd XI 370, North East Cheshire 332 
 
The recent Committee meeting agreed that matches may be re-arranged for dates up to and including 
September 26. 
 
A final reminder that you have until midnight tomorrow (Thursday) to nominate players from your club 
for the Cheshire Women's League XI to play the MCC on Thursday August 12 at 11.30am at 
Nantwich CC. It's unlimited nominations per club now, so feel free to nominate anyone you think 
deserves to play. Any supporting information about why you feel any one player particularly deserves 
a place in the team will be very welcome as well. Senior county players can be nominated, as can 
players from clubs outside Cheshire, as can players who represent counties other than Cheshire. The 
main criterion for eligibility is that players play their regular Sunday club cricket in the CWCL. 
 
We have had Division Three players in the main XI in the past, however maybe the best chance for 
development level players to get involved is via one of the two 'fielding reserve' slots, and I would also 
welcome nominations here. Finally, we also need two scorers, so again nominations welcome here.  
 
Please check the nominated players are happy to play and don't expect to be on holiday etc. on the 
day. 
 
Ali Cutler of Chester Boughton Hall will captain the League team on the day. 
 
 
A reminder of the bonus points system in operation in League matches. Club representatives are 
urged to ensure the bonus points boxes are completed correctly when entering results on Play 
Cricket. Bonus points are only awarded to losing teams and to teams in abandoned matches. 
 
Bowling points in all divisions: one each on taking 1,3,5,7 and 9 wickets 
Batting points: 

• Division 1: one on reaching each of 50,75,100,125 and 150 runs 

• Division 2: one on reaching each of 50,70,90,110 and 130 runs 

• Division 3/4 30 over: one on reaching each of 60,75,90,105 and 120 runs 

• Division 3/4 20 over: one on reaching each of 40,50,60,70 and 80 runs 
(In weather affected matches, the bonus point milestones are reduced on a pro rata basis, so in a 
division 1 match reduced to 20 overs, maximum batting points are achieved at 75 runs) 

 

 
 
 
 
 



T20 DIVISIONAL COMPETITION  

Western Division – June 29: 

Chester Boughton Hall Deemons 130-5 (20; Ali Cutler 34ret, Georgia Munro 30ret, Hattie Nickson 2-
16) 
Oxton 86-6 (20; Molly Price 33ret, Munro 2-7) 
 

• The all-round efforts of Georgia Munro ensured that Chester finished their campaign in this 
competition with a first win. Ali Cutler reached the retirement score from just 12 deliveries, 
with her second six off the final delivery meaning that she becomes the first player to retire on 
a score as high as 34 since the retirement mark was raised to 30 runs.  

 
Fixtures awaiting possible re-arrangement:  

Appleton v Oxton – Oxton unable to fulfil fixture on original date 
Oxton v Nantwich – Oxton unable to fulfil fixture on original date 
Nantwich v Oakmere – no play due to rain on original date 
 
Eastern Division – June 30: 
 
Stockport Trinity Fire 160-3 (20; Ellie Mason 34ret, Carys White 31ret, Kate Harvey 30ret, Emma 
Royle 30*, Amanda Gettins 3-23) 
Ashton-on-Mersey 107-2 (20; Gettins 31ret, Beth Caunce 30*) 
 

• Trinity's top five - Ellie Mason, Carys White, Kate Harvey, Emma Royle and Freya Jones - all 
scored at better than a run a ball as their side ended their campaign in this competition with a 
comfortable win. Amanda Gettins and Beth Caunce replied with runs of their own, but Ashton 
were never in the hunt to overhaul their large target. After topping this division in 2017, 2018 
and 2019, and winning the competition outright in 2019, Trinity will be forced to hand over the 
trophy this year, after the previous week's defeat to Didsbury effectively ended their hopes. 

 
July 1: 
 
Stockport Georgians 112-4 (20; Natalie Bell 30ret, Lucy Neill 30ret, Rosy Wilson 2-14) 
Didsbury Swordettes 115-3 (20; Roshini Prince-Navaratnam 30ret, Lucy Smith 29, Hannah Marshall 
28) 
 

• Didsbury won this superb contest with a boundary from the final ball and can now look 
forward to topping the Eastern Division and playing in their first final in this competition 
against the Western Division winners on August 22. Lucy Neill of Georgians was the fastest 
scorer in this match, reaching the retirement score from 21 deliveries, but Didsbury produced 
several innings of note in reply to chase down their demanding target. The only ways the 
Swordettes can be denied are if they forfeit their final group match against Woodley; or if 
Woodley defeat Didsbury, Georgians and Ashton-on-Mersey and in the process overhaul 
Didsbury's significant net run rate advantage. 

 
Fixtures awaiting possible re-arrangement:  

Woodley v Stockport Georgians – cancelled due to rain on original date 
Ashton-on-Mersey v Woodley – cancelled due to rain on original date 
 
After appropriate consultation with the Rules & Disciplinary Secretary and others, this is guidance for 
clubs on conduct related to the retirement of batters in T20 competitions: 

It has come to the attention of the CWCL Executive Committee that the rules in relation to the 
'retirement' of a batter after completing thirty runs ( in T20 competitions) may require some adjustment 
during the close season in order to make the application and more importantly the spirit of the rule 
more easily applied. 



Clubs are reminded that the 'retirement' rule is in place to make games more inclusive and enjoyable 
for the greatest number of participants. Cricket owes much of its appeal and enjoyment to the fact that 
it should be played not only according to the Laws, but also within the Spirit of Cricket. A core element 
of the Spirit of Cricket is respect towards opponents and the requirement to play fair. The Committee 
are disappointed to learn that on some rare occasions, teams may have sought to delay the return of 
a 'retired' batter by wilfully failing to dismiss a lower order batter at the end of an innings. Clubs are 
reminded that this conduct is contrary to the intended use of 'retirements' and clearly falls outside the 
Spirit of Cricket and is to be strongly discouraged. 

In the meantime, any instances of such conduct must be reported the League Executive Committee. 

Examples of actions by the fielding side that would be considered unacceptable include: 
  

·         Intentionally dropping or failing to attempt a catch 
·         Failing to take an opportunity to effect a wicket via a run out or stumping 
·         Deliberately bowling wide of the stumps, where the primary intention is to prevent a 
wicket being taken 
·         Failing to appeal for a dismissal even though they believe the batter is out 

  
The batting side also have responsibilities in this area. Examples of actions by the batting side that 
would be considered unacceptable include: 
  

·         Intentionally playing no shot to a straight delivery 
·         Setting out to be deliberately run out or stumped from a particular delivery 
·         The captain deciding to retire any batter who has not reached the normal retirement 
score, unless there is a compelling reason for doing so such as illness or injury 

 
 

KNOCKOUT CUPS 

 
Quarter Finals – July 5: 
 
Appleton Tigers 113-3 (20; Annie Rashid 32ret, Emma Barlow 31ret, Georgia Heath 24*) 
Chester Boughton Hall Deemons 75-6 (20; Ali Cutler 30ret, Olivia Horsfield 4-6) 
 

• After the extraordinary match between the two sides in the T20 Western Division earlier in the 
season, this was an altogether more comfortable win for Appleton, with Olivia Horsfield’s 
outstanding bowling display the standout contribution. 

 

Development Knockout Quarter-Final – June 28: 
 
Hayfield 134-5 (20; Madeleine Hayes 27ret, Olivia Downs-Haskell 25ret, Lily Dalkin-Strube 20, 
Madison Kay-Breen 3-18) 
Woodley 96 (20; Alex Wilson 27, Kay-Breen 21, Alicia Peacock 2-4, Zara Kelly 2-8, Downs-Haskell 2-
20) 
 

• Another hugely encouraging performance for league newcomers Hayfield who eased into the 
last four. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



LEAGUE TABLES available here. 

 
 

SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE CRICKET 
 
Charlotte Edwards Cup – Selected Results – July 3: 
 
Central Sparks 117 (19; Evelyn Jones 49, Alice Capsey 3-13, Bryony Smith 2-9) 
South East Stars 118-5 (16.2; Grace Gibbs 33*, Phoebe Franklin 26, Georgia Davis 3-21) 
 

• Evelyn Jones aside, Sparks struggled with the bat and the Stars eased to their victory target 
 
July 4: 
 
Thunder 110-8 (20; Emma Lamb 21, Lauren Parfitt 2-15, Fi Morris 2-21, Danielle Gibson 2-23) 
Western Storm 36-1 (3.1; Morris 19) 
 

• This competition allows Duckworth-Lewis-Stern to be used after just five overs of the second 
innings, and after a lengthy rain interruption at 2-0 at the end of the first over, Storm were 
given a revised target of 33 in five overs. After taking 18 off the first over after the resumption, 
they cruised home with 11 balls remaining. Thunder had earlier failed to capitalise on their 
own good start at 59-2. Leigh’s Daisy Mullan became the latest CWCL player to make her 
debut at regional level in this fixture, which was once again played at Thunder’s adopted 
home of Chester Boughton Hall. 

 
July 9: 
 
Thunder 186-1 (20; Emma Lamb 111*, Georgie Boyce 34, Ellie Threlkeld 26*) 
Sunrisers 115 (20; Cordelia Griffith 34, Amara Carr 25, Lamb 3-16, Piepa Cleary 2-20, Kate Cross 2-
23) 
 

• Thunder top their group at the halfway stage after Emma Lamb inspired this massive win at 
Old Trafford, hitting 111 from 61 deliveries with 11 fours and three sixes, before then being 
the pick of the bowlers. 

 
July 10: 
 
Lightning 81 (19.1; Sophie Munro 20, Georgia Davis 4-12, Evelyn Jones 3-14) 
Central Sparks 84-4 (19; Gwenan Davies 31, Jones 27*, Thea Brookes 21, Munro 2-10) 
 

• Central Sparks overwhelmed Lightning here to record their first win of the competition after an 
excellent all-round contribution from Evelyn Jones. It would have been even worse for 
Lightning had Georgia Munro and Shachi Pai not doubled their score with a tenth wicket 
stand of 41. 

 
The North West Thunder Academy squad for 2021 includes Bethan Robinson and Grace Michell of 
Nantwich, Daisy Mullan and Poppy Donohue of Leigh, Tilly Kesteven of Appleton and Amelia 
Sammons of Ashton-on-Mersey. 
 
 

OTHER NEWS 
 
Applications can be made by clubs until July 16 for Inspired to Play grants, which are aimed at 
increasing the number of children (boys and girls) and/or women participating in the game. 
 
Hursley Park CC from Hampshire are seeking an indoor fixture in the Manchester area during their 
tour from October 14 to 19 this year. Clubs interested in playing them can contact Jem Green via Jem  
07872882424 / jembo60@hotmail.com. 
 

https://cheshirewomenscl.play-cricket.com/Competitions
https://www.ecb.co.uk/news/2167522/inspired-to-play-grants?utm_campaign=12493072_Non-Playing-Admins%20Week%2011%20%282021%29&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=Email_AdHoc&email=@HASHEDEMAIL@&dm_i=1FT6,7FRPS,9V8N5X,U7YN6,1
tel:07872882424
mailto:jembo60@hotmail.com


Any club interested in making a large group booking for tickets for a match in the new Hundred 
competition can complete the ECB request form here. 

 

https://ecb-comms.co.uk/p/1FT6-OLF/the-hundred-expresion-of-interest-in-group-bookings?utm_campaign=12511373_Copy%20of%2007092021_ClubsLeagues_C19Bulletin&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=Email_AdHoc&email=@HASHEDEMAIL@&dm_i=1FT6,7G5U5,9V8N5X,U9QFT,1

